
The Evolution of the CFO 
into the Chief Data Storyteller: 

Turning Numbers into Narrative



No longer are CFOs only concerned with the classic 

matters such as bookkeeping, financial planning, 

financial risk management, and financial reporting, 

though those are still front and center on the list. 

Because of new regulations on tax reform and even 

advancements in technology, CFOs now also have 

increased responsibility with regards to data 

analysis and business models. They’re now asked 

to take on broader responsibilities. 

Today’s CFO juggles close to—if not more than—a 

dozen different major responsibilities, increasingly 

accountable for the strategic direction of the 

company in addition to the traditional financial 

responsibilities such as auditing and reporting. With 

the advances in technology, CFOs are also required 

to be on top of developments in data analytics and 

related technology in order to manage forecasting 

and predictive insights. 

As business evolves, so 
too does the role of chief 
financial officer (CFO).  
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A role that was once confined to finance and 

number crunching, CFOs today have transformed 

into a far more strategic role. Those now coming 

into CFO roles have an increasingly different 

pedigree than ever before, with fewer rising 

through the ranks of accounting or serving as 

a controller, and more with backgrounds in 

business and strategy instead. A portion of this 

is accounted for by the fact that boards are 

looking to CFOs in their CEO succession planning, 

especially when a company’s financial issues 

are central to their strategy, such as turnarounds 

or M&A-oriented growth programs. 

In fact, 70 percent of CFOs in the UK who became 

CEOs did so under those exact circumstances. 

CFOs are now looked to as strategists, and in 

order to earn a seat at the table as a strategist, 

it’s important to understand the context behind 

the revenue numbers you’re reporting. The role 

The Pedigree of a Modern CFO

becomes just as much about understanding, 

investigating, and sharing the stories behind 

the numbers as it is about balancing books. 

Stories validate the numbers presented on the 

spreadsheets: While the numbers provide 

objectivity, it’s the stories that unpack the 

credibility behind them. 

Together, stories and numbers give leadership 

the information they need to make more 

informed decisions, giving rise to the trend of 

financial storytelling.

The role becomes just as much 
about understanding, 
investigating, and sharing the 
stories behind the numbers.
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Storytelling and finance seem to exist on different 

spectrums. After all, one is rooted in language and 

the other in numbers. But paired together, finance 

and storytelling make a powerful team. 

For starters, storytelling takes the information 

you’re sharing and contextualizes it into what your 

audience needs to know. Stories simplify the 

message. This is especially important when it 

comes to navigating complex reports and strings 

of numbers. 

A well-crafted financial story will provide context 

to the facts and figures of your reports, allowing 

your internal stakeholders—such as the C-suite 

and the board—to connect with your strategy 

on an emotional level, lending power to what 

you’re sharing. 

Consider that numbers mean a lot to finance 

and accounting. A survey of CFOs found that on 

average, they’re spending 2.24 hours deep in 

spreadsheets every day, more time than in any 

other software on their machines. And while 

finance certainly loves numbers, others in the 

company may not find themselves quite so 

compelled by a string of digits. 

Financial Storytelling: How Numbers Tell a Story

Beyond that, when it comes to sharing outcomes and 

forecasts for future planning with other departments, 

it’s risky to simply present numbers and allow these 

teams to draw their own conclusions. While numbers 

are fairly cut and dry, it’s the CFO and the finance 

team who are armed with the right data to tell the 

story of what’s going on in the business, including 

a complete arc of how past performance is 

influencing (or should influence) the future. 

A CFO’s role should be just as much about 

understanding, investigating, and sharing the 

stories behind the business as it is about balancing 

the books and reporting the numbers.

But it’s not only up to the CFO: The finance team 

as a whole is a vital contributor to the end narrative. 

A CFO cannot operate on revenue and expense 

numbers alone; they need to know what the status 

of those numbers means. For example, accountants 

that are responsible for subsidiary business 

accounts need to be able to quickly access and 

explain outliers and variances that appear in their 

reports. That important narrative string is then 

woven into the overall financial story, giving a 

more robust—and more accurate—chronicle of 

the business. 
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In the breakneck speed of business today, 

a Brainyard study found that CFO’s 

responsibilities are increasing, leaving them 

less time to dig deep into data.

Arming the CFO with the Right Data

A data export is a snapshot of a single moment 

in time, and only accurate as of the time the 

export button was clicked. If additional information 

is added to the system, or existing entries are 

edited, the results in the system change, but the 

numbers in your spreadsheet do not. 

Static data dump spreadsheets come with the 

risk of real consequences:

• Bad Logic: One formula error can invalidate an

entire spreadsheet.

• Bad Functions: You may be using the wrong

built-in function if just one or two characters

are incorrect.

• Incomplete Copying: If all the information is

not accurately copied from one spreadsheet

and pasted into another, it could be lost 

for good.

• Bad Formatting: When information is simply

shifted around, bad formatting continues

instead of getting corrected.

• Hidden Information: Certain cells and 

information may be hidden in a spreadsheet. 

If users don’t know where to look for it—or

worse, don’t even know that it’s missing from 

their view—vital information could be omitted

from decision making. 

Concerns for the classic accounting and 

finance matters are still at the fore, but the 

need for CFOs to provide up-to-the-minute 

data and analysis is increasing. 

To do this, CFOs should be armed with the right 

data, which, despite the statistic of time spent 

in them every day, cannot only be data dumps 

into static spreadsheets. In order to get to the 

root of the story, data should be as accurate, 

up to date, and real-time as possible. When 

data is exported from a system such as an ERP 

or EPM straight into Microsoft Excel, right away 

teams run the risk of working from stale data. 

Additionally, there are risks to simply handing 

spreadsheets and graphs over to non-finance 

departments. Without the context of your story, 

reported results could be interpreted in any number 

of ways, and not all of them correctly. Although a 

monthly financial statement shared as a PDF can 

be interpreted by most, it still doesn’t tell the full 

story of what’s going on in the business. 

Many companies are already starting to move to 

new technologies, and the most successful CFOs 

are highly tech-literate, focused on adopting new 

technology even beyond their ERPs. In fact, in 

Brainyard’s CFO survey, they found that 52 percent 

of CFOs ranked accounting and finance software 

as the first or second highest driver of change in 

the next five years. Top priorities for most CFOs in 

the next two years include better and faster 

reporting (55%), increased data visibility (41%), 

and implementing new financial software (39%). 

And more than 90 percent acknowledge that 

accounting and finance software will change 

accounting for the better. 

At the top of the list for these industry-changing 

accounting and finance software solutions are those 

that provide automated real-time report production. 

In recent years, manually dumping ERP (and other) 

data and manipulating in Excel has become fully 

automated via third-party reporting and automation 

solutions. CFOs and finance can access real-time 

data via automation, pulling reports quickly and easily 

to inform and support the business’ financial story. 

With this automation in place, analyzation is quickly 

taking center stage. Controllers are now spending 

more time analyzing financial data, functioning as a 

trusted advisor to the CFO and other business leaders. 

Secondarily is machine learning, which allows 

computers to learn and act like humans by responding 

to variable data inputs. With machine learning, CFOs 

have access to statistical models that draw insights 

and make predictions. This allows them to model 

potential scenarios, letting the computer adjust 

parameters to improve outcomes so that finance can 

build the narrative of what the future of the business 

could look like under certain circumstances—good or 

bad—and what needs to occur to achieve (or avoid!) 

that outcome. 
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Set the Foundation to Tell the Story
Today’s businesses need to lay the right 
foundation for the future of their finance 
functions. Without the right technologies in 
place, your finance story might lack the crucial 
details it needs to compel action. 

Explore how you can transform your finance 
function into a strategic insight provider. 

Build the Foundation
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With access to more sophisticated data 

collection, reporting, and modeling tools, 

it’s time to turn those numbers into a story. 

Telling the Financial Story in Six Steps

The basic story structure involves two parts— 

the introduction and the conclusion— 

comprised of six steps. Click here to see 

the full story.

https://insightsoftware.com/resources/how-to-tell-your-financial-story-in-6-easy-steps/?utm_source=insightsoftware&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-q1_wld_financial%20intelligence%20theme%201_tofu%20em1_pros
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When it comes to reporting financial 

numbers and recommending a way forward 

for the business, no CFO wants their hard 

work to be reduced to printed statements 

filed away in binders. Numbers that live out 

loud and tell an impactful story to motivate 

and drive performance transformation are 

numbers that empower a business to 

nimbly achieve success, no matter what the 

future holds. 

Happily Ever After with 
the Right Data

Streamlined Reporting 
Communicates the Story 
Behind the Numbers

Unleashing a powerful narrative to tell an 

even more powerful story can only happen 

with the right kind of data access. Static 

spreadsheets and PDFs might seem largely 

interpretable, but still cannot tell the entire 

story of what is happening in an organization. 

Simply visualizing the data is not enough. An 

executive might easily see that the expense 

line is going too far to the right. But until they 

frame the data and ask the right questions, it 

will be impossible to tell if expenses need to 

be cut, or if this is a result of something like 

acquisition costs. 

Without the full story arc as described in our 

six steps, executives are missing key guides 

to both insights about their data and the 

activity behind it. 

A CFO’s biggest storytelling challenge is 

actually bringing together data from multiple 

disparate systems across the company, 

including their own enterprise performance 

management (EPM) solutions. The data 

contained in each individual system cannot 

tell the story of the whole business. 
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Good financial storytelling
breeds greater success.

See how your data can drive a narrative with a free demonstration.

Our innovative, turn-key reporting and performance management solutions give you 
real-time access to data-driven insights in an efficient, cost-effective, and secure manner. 

Learn how you can unlock the power of your enterprise data.

Or Call +1 919.872.7800 to learn more

Schedule a Free Demo Now

https://insightsoftware.com/request-personalized-demo/?utm_source=insightsoftware&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=financial-storytelling
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